GSA offers solutions in:

- Background Investigations
- HR Support: Pre-Employment Background Investigations
- Compensation and Benefits
- Human Resources
  - Agency Human Capital Strategy, Policy and Operations
  - EEO Services
  - Employee Relations
  - Labor Relations
  - Talent Development
- Social Services
- Temporary Help Services

GSA offers requisition solutions that can accommodate any simple or complex requirement through the entire human-capital life cycle including Human Capital Management, Administrative Support, Social Services and Equal Employment Opportunity (EEO). The human-capital life cycle consists of the phases an employee experiences from the recruitment process through departure. It connects all facets of human-capital management, and provides a practical, systemic, and dynamic approach tied to the needs of the business and its customers.

We offer two procurement solutions that meet your agency’s Human Capital needs.

**The GSA Schedule** is a convenient, effective option for both buyers and sellers. Buyers enjoy simplified ordering procedures and reduced prices, while sellers can connect with federal buyers quickly and easily. The Schedule supports compliance but also allows for flexibility to meet your buying needs of:

**Benefits:**

- Negotiated contract ceiling prices
- Opportunities for discounts at the order level
- Single contracting vehicle to fulfill complex or ongoing needs and reduce overall contract awards and administration
- Less administrative time and contract documentation, since the master contract is managed by GSA
- Meets OMB Mandates for using existing contracts and reaching Tier 2 spend under management goals
- Socioeconomic credit for orders awarded to small business and other socioeconomic categories

Visit [gsa.gov/schedules](http://gsa.gov/schedules) for more information.
Have you heard about Federal Marketplace Strategy (FMP)?
FMP is GSA’s plan to modernize and simplify the buying and selling experience for customers, suppliers, and acquisition professionals. We want to ensure the Federal Marketplace experience of tomorrow is even better than it is today. We would love your ideas and feedback! Join the FMP Strategy Community of Practice Today! gsa.gov/federalmarketplace.

The New MAS
The new Multiple Award Schedule (MAS) has 12 Large Categories of available offerings including; Facilities, Furniture & Furnishings, Human Capital, Industrial Products and Services, Information Technology, Miscellaneous, Office Management, Professional Services, Scientific Management and Solutions, Security and Protection, Transportation and Logistics Services, and Travel. To learn more visit gsa.gov/schedules.

Acquisition Gateway
Learn more about government-wide categories at the Acquisition Gateway hallways.cap.gsa.gov.
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